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Peng!

Harvey stooped on the ground and also cried bitterly, “Please, don’t hit me. I am garbage, a smelly
insect. You are currently the chairman’s spouse; there is no demand to say with me, a nobody.”

When Shen Weng saw this, his expression transformed incredibly ugly. If there was various other
choice, exactly how could he enable Harvey, this loser, to be Han Jun’s pawn?

” Shen Weng, do you know who he appears like?” Yan Jun asked Shen Weng.

Shen Weng continued to be quiet. His satisfaction had been totally spoiled by Harvey.

” Like Han Jun,” proceeded Yan Jun. “Everyone assumes that the future of the Han Clan comes from
Han Jun. He’s nothing even more than trash. At that time, Nangong Qianqiu just paid attention to
atrocious words.”

” It matters not to me who’s the good-for-nothing. You recognize what I’m after,” claimed Shen Weng.

” With your age, why do you have to make a fuss about not being able to enjoy your seniority?” Yan
Jun trembled his head helplessly.

” Are you so certain that I will lose?”

” Yes!” Yan Jun replied readily.

Right now, Harvey had actually already been defeated into a corner by Samuel. It would certainly be
good enough if he might take a couple of even more strikes, not to mention withstand.

Harvey’s face was black and blue, and he could not even state a word to beg for mercy. He only felt
that there was none of his body that was not agonizing, as if his heart was torn and also his lungs were
torn.

Samuel quit and returned to Yan Jun’s side. His expression was the same as Yan Jun’s, as calm as the
clouds.

” If you’re not dead, come with me.” After claiming this, Shen Weng took the lead as well as left the
room.

Harvey remained in a lot pain that he wanted absolutely nothing greater than to push the ground.
When he saw that Shen Weng had actually left as well as after that looked at Samuel, he knew that it
wasn’t difficult for him to die here if he didn’t leave. He can only grit his teeth and also stand, quickly
reaching Shen Weng’s pace.

Just Samuel as well as Yan Jun were left in the space. Looking at Samuel, who was covered in blood,
Yan Jun said with pity, “Shen Weng has actually always been in love with Nangong Qianqiu.

” I know that he’s going to aid Han Jun nab back the Hannigan family. I do not care regarding the
Hannigan family at all. I additionally do not intend to take the Hannigan family’s inheritance as my
very own,” Samuel said.



Yan Jun responded. Samuel had long provided up on himself as a Hannigan family.

” Shen Weng isn’t that very easy to manage. Do you need my aid?” Yan Jun asked.

Samuel drank his head without assuming and also claimed, “Grandpa Yan, I can manage it. Believe me.”

This response was not out of Yan Jun’s assumptions. Given his solid personality, just how could he
perhaps require aid? Was he still certified to be called Samuel?

” You brat, since you were young, you have obtained used to bear everything by yourself. Nevertheless,
in some cases, you must likewise relax on your own a little. If the string is also limited, it is very easy
for it to damage.” Said Yan Jun.

” Grandfather Yan, I have my very own means of relaxing. Do not worry about that. Harvey is not worth
discussing to me,” Samuel stated.

This kind of trash did not even have the certifications to be Samuel’s opponent. Yan Jun was still a
little anxious regarding Shen Weng.

” That’s right, did he hit you?” Yan Jun asked.

” Offer me a kick,” Samuel said.

A smile showed up on Yan Jun’s face. “Grandpa Yan is someone that keeps his word.

” Thanks, Grandpa Yan.”

” If there’s absolutely nothing else, I’ll be taking my leave first.” After speaking, Yan Jun left of the
area.

Samuel resembled he wished to claim something yet stopped himself. When Yan Jun strolled to the
door, he lastly could not assist but ask, “Grandfather Yan, there’s something I wish to ask you.”

Yan Jun did not transform about. He said straight, “If you desire to ask regarding Han Tianyang,
Grandpa Yan will certainly not be able to provide you a solution. I can just say that every little thing is
possible.

After stating that, Yan Jun left. Samuel stood in the same area with an established expression. Risk?
For him, no difficulty can stop him from verifying Han Tianyang’s details. As long as he was not exactly
sure regarding Han Tianyang’s death, he would not quit.

To Samuel’s feelings, Han Tianyang was his only family member in this globe. Even if his biological
mother Gina, she was simply an unfamiliar person to Samuel!
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